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In the 1960s, Social Justice seemed clear-cut. African-Americans demanded equity and fairness in voting and 
housing. The LGBT+ community (particularly the trans and gay sides) just wanted to drink a beer in peace 
without police harassment and abuse. The subsequent decades saw more and more f issures open as more 
groups sought equity within this country that had a hard time discerning justice for those considered on the 
?outs? of society. The quest for the ?more perfect union? seemed a daunting and unattainable journey in a 
country that always seems to change the rules. Today, more than ever, muted groups have begun to raise their 
f ists in the air saying ?Enough!?- women said enough in the ?Me Too? movement, Black folks have said enough 
with movements such as Black Lives Matter, and LGBT+ folks have said enough continuing our Pride marches 
and protests. St. Thomas showed up in the 1960s, and we stil l have a call to respond as members of the Jesus 
movement. Our founder (Jesus) called us to reach down and pick up the lowest and forgotten among us. This is 
the same call that at t imes has served to oppress - these same groups demanded fairness that Jesus openly 
and unambiguously welcomed. So, what are we to do? I stil l try to understand what ?Social Justice? means and 
how we as a Church can work to exact change for all groups crying out on the margins of this lopsided society. 
According to Wikipedia, Social Justice is def ined as: ?a concept of fair and just relations between the individual 
and society. This is measured by the explicit and tacit terms for the distribution of wealth, opportunities for 
personal activity, and social privileges.? Wow, where do we begin? So much is not equal, and a lot is unfair in 
our treatment of the ?other? - whoever that ?other? might be. The National Church has taken on the call to 
reconcile the deep wounds of white supremacy in our history as a church, but where should St. Thomas show 
up? Why not everywhere?  

This brings me to a second term- Intersectionality. This term is def ined as: ?the interconnected nature of 
social categorizations such as race, class, and gender as they apply to a given individual or group, regarded as 
creating overlapping and interdependent systems of discrimination or disadvantage.? To me, this means that 
any cause or concern that St. Thomas has an interest in advocating for has a myriad of layers and dynamics that 
we can approach and offer our ministry. This concept opens the possibil ity of ministering from a place of 
l istening, compassion, and empowerment and not division or separateness. I think it?s a great approach and as 
a Church, I think we can offer a lot in terms of outreach and advocacy to our Park Hill Community and Denver 
at large. Where would you like to begin, St .Thomas? What ministries exist already, and what are we doing well 
in? Like my last submission, email me (moorjon@gmail.com), and let?s investigate where St. Thomas can and 
should show up for our neighbors.  

 Intersect ional ity: What Intersect ion should We Cross First? 


